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Abstract
Explanation, trust, and transparency are concepts that are strongly associated with information systems. One trusts a 
computer system much more if it can explain what it is doing and, thus, can „prove“ its trustworthiness. An information 
system (and more so a knowledge-based one) should be able to explain at every point in time why it prefers solution A 
over solution B. Furthermore, it should tell about the meaning of concepts used, and where an information item 
originally came from („knowledge provenance“). Explanations are part of human understanding processes and part of 
most dialogs, and, therefore, need to be incorporated into system interactions in order to, for example, improve 
decision-making processes. As information systems grow more and more complex, computer support is needed. 
Therefore, it becomes increasingly important for computer systems to have advanced explanation capabilities. In this talk 
the concepts of backward and forward explanations are introduced and first implementation results in the context of 
the two projects Nepomuk and myCBR are presented.
Complex personal information systems will be part of the results of the EU project Nepomuk – The Social Semantic 
Desktop. Those systems will allow annotating and linking of arbitrary information objects on one‘s desktop such as 
documents, emails, address book entries, photos, and bookmarks. In addition, Nepomuked systems such as gnowsis 
automatically crawl and classify (or tag) information objects, thus linking them to one's personal information model 
(PIMO); for example, address book entries become PIMO persons. But more complex lifting operations are under 
development, and explanation needs become obvious.
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) systems are another example of complex information systems. In e-commerce scenarios, 
the case base often is filled from product catalogs. Modeling the similarity measures for products is a complex task for 
the knowledge engineer, who can be supported by providing explanations about the structure and content of the case 
base. Such support features are currently being implemented in the open source CBR tool myCBR.
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Problems in a conversation? 
Then we …

Ask about the concepts we do not understand

Request justifications for some fact or line of argumentation

Ask about functions or purposes of used concepts

Ask about motivation of conversation partner or how a conclusion 
was reached

Ask about our conversation partner‘s confidence in some fact or line 
of reasoning



When was the last time you asked an 
information system those questions?

Expecting an answer …



Explanation participants

Explainer

Originator

User 
Interface



„The design of end user programming environments 
requires the understanding of the intricate relation-
ships among people, tools, and problems.“

Alexander Repenning (homepage)



Research questions

Necessary knowledge

- What does the explainer need to know for generating 
explanations?

- What can and what does the orginator need to provide?

Explanation-enabled Architecture

Methodology



What are explanations?



Explanations are answers to 
questions.



What must be explained?



The physical world

The social world

Individual patterns of behaviour

Humans explain …

R. C. Schank. Explanation Patterns: Understanding Mechanically and Creatively. 
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, NJ, 1986.



Purposes of explanations

Technical purposes

Increasing confidence into a system

- by providing explanations as part of the result

- by improving the quality of the result

- by providing evidence of how the output was derived

- by making the system accountable for its predictions

by giving the user a sense of control over the system



What are good explanations?

Short and easy to overlook

Innovative

Relevant

Convincing

Different perspectives and follow-up 
questions

Natural
W. R. Swartout and J. D. Moore. Explanation in second generation expert systems. 
In J. David, J. Krivine, and R. Simmons, editors, Second Generation Expert Systems, 
pages 543–585, Berlin, 1993. Springer Verlag.



Explanations are a kind of 
information, aren‘t they?



Truth

Understanding

Utility

Storage and 
retrieval

Information 
generation

Concepts connected with the 
notion of information

The train to Kaiserslautern 
leaves Lugano at 13:55 h.



Participants of travel 
booking scenario
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Explainer
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Explanation dimensions



Cognitive aspects of explanations

„Explanations are the most common method used by humans to 
support decision making.“ (Schank, 1986)

Main purpose:

- Explain a solution.

- How was the solution derived?

- How does a system work?

- How to handle a system

- Explain failures.



Computational aspects

Backward explanations: 

- Explain the result and how it was obtained.

Forward explanations:

- Explain (indirectly) by showing different ways to further optimize a 
given result.

- Open up possibilities for exploratory use.



Examples

Focus: Backward explanations Focus: Forward explanations

http://nepomuk.semanticdesktop.org http://mycbr-project.net



Both systems are 
knowledge modeling systems.

Figure 2: Diagram of the collaborative tagging system and its environment.

The phenomena are the environment of the system. Observations are the human perceptions of the phenomenon.
The representations are the mental association of terms to the observations. The transcription is the process of
writing the observations, what we call tag. The collaborative tagging memory stores observations.

Cédric Mesnage and Mehdi Jazayeri. Specifying the Collaborative Tagging System.
2nd Semantic Annotation and Authoring Workshop (SAAW) @ ISWC 2006



Backward explanations for 
data crawling results

Explainer

Originator

User 
Interface



The Social Semantic Desktop

Desktop 

- Enhance your personal workspace

Semantic

- Make content processable by computers

Social

- Support interconnection and exchange with 
other desktops and their users



NEPOMUK in numbers

Project start:
2006

Total funding:
11.5 Mio EUR for three 
years

1614 PM 

16 project partners



Idea of the Semantic Desktop is not a new idea 

Memex:  “As we may think”, Vannevar Bush, 1945

- „The memex is a device in which an individual stores all his books, 
records, and communications […]. It is an enlarged intimate 
supplement to his memory."

Xanadu:  “As we will think”, Ted Nelson, 1960

- Following-up on Bush‘s ideas; outline of a hyperlink system

Enquire: “Weaving the Web”, Tim Berners-Lee, 1980 (Book 1997)

- Personal Information Management Tool

Semantic Desktop: Stefan Decker, 2003

- Semantic Desktop, i. e., a “Web for a single user, as a building block 
for the Semantic Web”

- Networked / Social Semantic Desktop
see also: http://ei.cs.vt.edu/~wwwbtb/book/chap1/htx_hist.html



What‘s new is the power of the 
Semantic Web / Web 2.0

Interoperability

Standards

Semantics

Open source code

Open APIs



NEPOMUK Vision

colleague

friend

acquaintance

Email

Person

Topic

WebSite Document

Image

Event

Person

Social protocols
and distributed search

NEPOMUK enabled
peers

a semantically enlarged Personal Semantic Web:
intimate supplement to memory



Personal Information 
Model PIMO

Articulate and link concepts with relations

Email

Person

Topic

WebSite Document

Image

Event

Person



How can we support knowledge 
articulation?



Building your personal semantic web

Semantic
Desktop

Existing
structures

„Rebirth“



Rebirth example: PIMO 
person

Apple 
Addressbook

Semantic
Desktop

Existing
structures

„Rebirth“





PIMO Person



Status and plans

Markus Eppert (graduate student) develops first prototype for basic 
rebirth explanations for crawling of addressbook entries.

- December 2006 – February 2007

Follow-up diploma thesis: Design and development of a generic 
explanation component of the rebirth machine.

- March 2007 – August 2007



Forward explanations for 
similarity modeling support

Explainer

Originator

User 
Interface



Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is …

a problem solving approach: New problems are solved based on 
the solutions of similar past problems.

Basic assumption: 

- Similar problems have similar solutions.



Examples

An auto mechanic who fixes an engine by recalling another car that 
exhibited similar symptoms is using case-based reasoning. 

A lawyer who advocates a particular outcome in a trial based on legal 
precedents or a judge who creates case law is using case-based 
reasoning. 

In e-commerce scenarios: Similarity-based product retrieval and 
recommendation.



Re
tri
ev
e

Reuse
Re
vi
se

Retain

The CBR process model

Agnar Aamodt and Enric Plaza. Case-based reasoning: Foundational 
issues, methodological variations, and system approaches. AI 
Communications, 7(1):39–59, 1994.



Re
tri
ev
e

Reuse
Re
vi
se

Retain

The CBR process model
Retrieve: 
- Given a target problem, retrieve cases from memory that are 

relevant to solving it.
Reuse:
- Map the solution from the previous case to the target problem. 
Revise:
- Test the new solution, revise if necessary. 
Retain:
- After the solution has been successfully adapted to the target 

problem, store the resulting experience as a new case in memory.
Agnar Aamodt and Enric Plaza. Case-based reasoning: Foundational 
issues, methodological variations, and system approaches. AI 
Communications, 7(1):39–59, 1994.



Knowledge containers

Concept introduced by M. M. Richter (in 1995)

Contain and structure the knowledge of a CBR system

Collection of knowledge that is relevant to many tasks

Knowledge containers in rule-based systems:

- Facts

- Rules
M. Lenz, B. Bartsch-Spörl, H.-D. Burkhard, and S. Wess, editors. 
Case-Based Reasoning Technology: From Foundations to Applications. 
LNAI. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1998.



Knowledge Containers

Vocabulary
- Structure of the domain schema, e.g., classes, attributes, allowed values
- Basis for the three other knowledge containers

Similarity measures
- define how the most useful cases are retrieved
- define by what means the similarity is calculated

Solution transformation (or adaptation) knowledge
- covers the knowledge for translating prior solutions to fit a given query

Case base
- stores the experience of the CBR system in the form of cases



myCBR features

Plugin for popular ontology editor Protégé (Version 3.x)

Extensions provided by myCBR (Version 1.0):

- Easy import of raw data (csv-files)

- GUIs for modeling knowledge-intensive similarity measures

- Similarity-based retrieval functionality 

- Export of domain model and similarity measures in XML format

Stand-alone retrieval engine for separate use / integration

More information and download:      http://mycbr-project.net



Class „Car“



Car instances



Important attributes
Feature match: 
local similarity 
measures

Class similarity: 
aggregate local 
similarities

- Weighted sum

- Maximum

- Minimum

- Euclidian 
distance



Local similarities: Car body



Local similarities: Cylinder capacity



CBR Retrieval



Retrieval results for case 100



Explanation-based 
similarity measure modeling support



Goals

Address questions of knowledge modeling from an explanation point 
of view

Provide forward explanations

Reuse explanations of experienced CBR knowledge engineers

Give feedback on cases



Feedback from cases

How many 
cases have 
values for 
the given 
slot?



Distribution of values

How often 
is the 
respective 
symbol 
used in the 
case base?



Distribution of case values

313 cases with values 
from[1796..1812]ccm



Status and plans

Daniel Bahls (graduate student) programmed most of myCBR.

He works on a first prototype for basic similarity measure modeling 
support.

- December 2006 – February 2007

Follow-up diploma thesis: Design and development of a generic 
(forward) explanation component.

- March 2007 – August 2007



Explanation architecture



An explanation-enabled 
architecture needs to consider the …

Explanation scenario

Problem and problem solver 
in question

User and user model

Background knowledge for explanation

Explainer

Originator

User 
Interface



Explanation-enabled architecture

Answer Machine

Questions

Problem Solver

Control Unit Knowledge 
Base

Answers SolutionsUser Interface

Explainer



Summary

Explanations are a special kind of information.

Basic explanation scenario: user (interface), originator, and explainer

Backward and forward explanations in two different information 
systems

Explanation-enabled information system



Upcoming events

AAAI-07 Workshop on „Explanation-aware Computing ExaCt 2007“, 
July 22–23, 2007, Vancouver, Canada (http://exact2007.workshop.hm/)
Submission deadline: April 2, 2007

Issue on explanation of the German journal „Künstliche Intelligenz“ 
(submissions also in English!), call under preparation

Seventh „International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning ICCBR2007“, 
August 13–16, 2007, Belfast, UK, (http://iccbr.org/iccbr07/) 
Sixth international and interdisciplinary conference on „Modeling and Using 
Context CONTEXT 2007“, August 20–24, 2007, Roskilde, Denmark 
(http://context-07.ruc.dk/)
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